The Experimental Gallery is intended to provide an independent exhibition space for Wright State students and alumni. All content and publicity is the sole responsibility of the exhibitor(s). The Experimental Gallery hours follow those of the main Galleries.

SELECTION

All applications for the Experimental Gallery will be reviewed and considered in the order of submission according to the following factors:

- Applicants with advanced degrees are given priority over B.A. or B.F.A candidates.
- Student seniority within the Department of Art and Art History.
- Students with work not previously exhibited are given higher priority.
- WSU Art Majors are given higher priority.

If you are interested in a group or joint exhibition, please complete separate applications and indicate your prospective partners if known.

MOUNTING AND DISMANTLING

The responsibility for installing artwork and publicity for exhibitions in the Experimental Gallery belongs solely to the exhibitor. Staff should not be expected to assist in the installation, however we are here to advise you on hanging procedures or lighting help. The Galleries will provide basic tools for installation that can be checked out on a daily basis.

Exhibitions are generally from Wednesday through Friday and during main gallery hours on weekends.

Exhibitors will have access to the Experimental Gallery for installation and dismantling only during the Galleries open business hours.

Please note: There will be no weekend access to the Experimental Gallery between main gallery exhibitions.

The dismantling of the exhibition is the responsibility of the exhibitor. Exhibitors must remove their work and restore the gallery to its original condition. Brooms, spackle and touch up paint will be provided.

If you are assigned an exhibition, you will be expected to fulfill the obligations to present your artwork. Withdrawing your application or not restoring the gallery to its original condition may inhibit future use of the space.
The Robert and Elaine Stein Galleries provides monitoring of all exhibition spaces and a security system for the entire physical space, but assumes no responsibility for theft, loss or damage to work exhibited in the Experimental Gallery.

SPRING 2014 AVAILABLE SLOT DATES:

Slot One – Wednesday, January 15 – Friday, January 31, 2014
Slot Two – Wednesday, February 5 – Friday, February 21, 2014
Slot Three – Wednesday, February 26 – Friday, March 14, 2014 (Spring Break 3/3–3/7)
Robert and Elaine Stein Galleries (937) 775-2978
artgalleries@wright.edu

PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY

Name: ___________________________ Phone: _______________________

Address: ___________________________ Cell: _______________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail Address: ___________________________

WSU Art Major: Yes ___ No ___ Year and term of graduation: ___________________

Describe in detail the nature of the work to be shown and manner it will be exhibited:

List any previous exhibition experience (including previous Experimental Gallery shows)

In order, please list, your 3 preferences for dates to exhibit with reference to available dates):

1. ___________________________ 2. ___________________________ 3. ___________________________

Are you interested in a joint or group exhibition? Yes ______ No ______

If so, with whom: ____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

I have read the application cover sheet for the Experimental Gallery and I agree to abide by the rules and procedures or forfeit the privilege of exhibiting in the future.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________

(Return this form only the Graduate Assistant of Gallery Coordinator-A128 CAC. Retain the cover sheet and floorplan for your reference.)